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My first encounter with Chopin was also my first encounter with the piano.
It all started on a Saturday afternoon in São Paulo when, visiting my
father’s house, he surprised me by playing on an old Pleyel piano, a
Prelude by Frederic Chopin – Prelude No.4 in E minor Op.28. I was 14
years old and was so impressed by the music that I spent the entire
afternoon at the piano trying to memorise those passages by ear until I
suddenly managed to play the entire piece by memory without ever
touching a keyboard before in my life.
Rubinstein’s recording of Chopin’s 24 Preludes plunged me into his
universe of sound, and the stories told by my first piano teacher Zelia
Deri, triggered my fantasy immediately. Stories full of mystery as the one
in Mallorca where Chopin and his lover, George Sand, spent a turbulent
winter in 1838 in adjacent rooms of an old monastery in Valldemossa
where Chopin composed his Preludes, a collection of piano pieces that
contain, like no other, the essence of human imagination transformed into
music.
The cycle of his Preludes Op.28 and the two posthumous preludes No.25
in C sharp minor Op.45 and No.26 in A flat major B.86 are based on
contrasts. Contrasts of expression, dynamics, rhythm and colour,
revealing romanticism in its full element of emotional instability, but at the
same time the cycle reveals a coherence which comes from the fact that
the preludes have been built around the twenty-four keys, twelve major and
twelve minor, chasing the ideas of fullness which are present in Bach’s
Well Tempered Clavier, that inspired Chopin during that winter in Mallorca.

The fact that his musical idols were Bach and Mozart perhaps explains his
classic quality ever present in his ultra-Romantic music. Chopin’s first
Prelude in C major, for example, clearly mirrors the C major Prelude of
Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier and on the other hand Chopin’s counterpoint,
which is so Bachian, reveals sometimes elements that bring back Mozart
and his way of designing the melodic lines of his operas where the
sopranos sing melodies as if they were being transported by the wind.
.
Frédéric François Chopin was born in Zelazowa Wolaa, a village near
Warsaw in March 1810. He was acclaimed in Poland as a child prodigy.
Echoes of his talent crossed the Polish borders and impressed Robert
Schumann, who wrote in a German newspaper: “Take off your hats,
gentlemen! A genius!” At the age of 20 Chopin leaves Poland forever. One
month after his departure to Vienna, the November Uprising broke out in
Poland and then came the occupation of the country by the army of the
Russian Empire. In September 1831, Chopin arrived in Paris.
Chopin brought the DNA of Poland to his music. He composed his four
Mazurkas Op.17 between 1832 and 1833 in Paris where his debut at Salle
Pleyel made him into a celebrity. He had a completely different way of
playing the piano compared with other pianists. “An impeccable legato, a
beautiful cantabile and an unforgettable rubato” described by an amateur
pianist of his time but Chopin only performed just over 30 concerts during
his entire life. “I’m not made for concerts. The crowd frightens me, I’m
transfixed by those curious, speechless looks and those foreign faces. In
music, simplicity is the ultimate achievement.” he said.

Although Chopin hoped he could come back to Poland when the political
system might have changed, his hope never materialised. His Mazurkas
Op.17 reflect this homeland nostalgia as is revealed in its chromatic
harmonies of introspective moods which brought a new sound vocabulary
to the piano with a range of colours that no one before him had imagined.
Chopin’s Fantasy Impromptu in C sharp minor Op.posth.66 was written in
1834, around the same time he wrote the Four Mazurkas Op.17. It was
published posthumously and much speculation has been raised as to why
Chopin did not want this work published. In 1960, Arthur Rubinstein
acquired, at an auction in Paris, the “Album of the Baroness d’Este”
containing Chopin’s Fantasy Impromptu and discovered many harmonic
improvements added by Chopin in 1835. The album also contained the
following inscription in Chopin’s own handwriting: “Compounded for the
Baroness d’Este by Frédéric Chopin” which, according to Rubinstein,
revealed that the composer probably sold the work to the Baroness and
was not supposed to publish it.
The Berceuse in D flat major Op.57 is one of Chopin’s most extraordinary
works. It dates from his late years (1844) and was published the following
year. This short composition is a lyrical masterpiece in which Chopin’s
artistry is in its fullest.
The origin of the Berceuse is probably linked to Chopin’s enchantment with
Louise, the eighteen-month-old daughter of his friend, the singer Pauline
Viardot. “Chopin adores her and spends his time kissing her little hands”,

wrote George Sand in a letter. The moments Chopin spent with Louise
may well have inspired him to write his lullaby.
The Berceuse is based on a four-bar theme, followed by a series of
sixteen variations. Throughout the piece, the right hand is
accompanied by the left hand that brings a formula, that almost
always sounds the same, with a bass and some chords revealing a
static and monotonous atmosphere as if time were suspended.
However, the right hand, with its successive variations and its
inexhaustible inventiveness, prevents the listener from feeling any kind
of monotony, which gives the work a storyteller character consistent
with the meaning of a real lullaby.
One of the characteristics of the Romantic period in music is that a
certain “persona” begins to emerge as an important element of the
work and the work sometimes merges with its creator. This happens
in Chopin’s music where the narrative brings us to a level of intimacy
with the composer.
Almost everything that Chopin ever wrote is still played. Chopin
influenced the entire last half of the nineteenth century and continues
to influence composers even today. From Liszt to Wagner, from
Moszkowski to the young Scriabin, or from Ernesto Nazareth to Tom
Jobim, Chopin is still alive as a composer without borders in time and
space who never left us and will never do so.
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“... hints of wildness, yet with elegant construction, subtle
rhythmic dislocations and shining piano colors ...”
The New York Times
Marcelo Bratke, one of Brazil’s finest pianists, has performed in some of
the world’s most renowned venues, including Carnegie Hall, the Salzburg
Festival, Queen Elizabeth Hall, the Konzerthaus in Berlin and Suntory Hall
in Tokyo.
He started his piano studies at the age of fourteen and due to a severe
visual impairment he was unable to read scores properly, developing his
own method of learning music based on his auditive memory capacity.
After ten months of his first piano lesson he made his debut with the São
Paulo Symphony Orchestra conducted by Eleazar de Carvalho and was
awarded the ‘Revelation Prize’ by the São Paulo Critics’ Association.
Bratke believes music is an important contribution to society and in
2008 he founded Camerata Brasil, an orchestra formed of young
musicians from impoverished areas of Brazilian society, performing with
them more than 300 concerts in Brazil, Argentina, Japan, United
Kingdom, Serbia, South Korea, Netherlands and in the US where their
concert at Carnegie Hall was highly acclaimed by both the public and the
critics of The New York Times, New York Post and Concert Net USA.

He stretches the boundaries of the traditional classical music career and
developed special projects in collaboration with the jazz pianist Julian
Joseph, the first dancer of the Royal Ballet Thiago Soares, the actor
Marco Gambino, the legendary percussionist Naná Vasconcelos and
singers Sandy, Fernanda Takai and Dori Caymmi. His multimedia project
with visual artist Mariannita Luzzati entitled Cinemúsica has been
performed in venues from Brazilian prisons to major concert halls around
the world. Bratke started his Villa-Lobos Project in 2004, and it includes
the recording of the composer’s complete solo piano works, concerts on
the American continent, Europe and Asia, a weekly radio programme
broadcast by Cultura FM and eight documentaries about Villa-Lobos for
TV (Arte 1).
In 2017 Marcelo Bratke received Brazil’s highest cultural honour given by
the Brazilian President Michel Temer, the Order of Cultural Merit.
Featured among his many awards are First Prize at Tradate International
Music Competition in Italy, Carlos Gomes Award, Classical Discoveries
Award (UK) Brazil in Germany 2006 Award, the 14th Brazilian
International Press Award 2011the Sarajevo Winter Festival Award 2013
and the São Paulo Citizen Award 2018. His CD Le Groupe des Six was
voted by Gramophone magazine as one of the greatest classical
recordings of all time.
In 2004, after successful surgery, Marcelo Bratke acquired normal vision
in his left eye.
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